
Have a clear understanding of what 
is running through your pipes

	Enhance Safety		Unmarked	pipes	and	valves	can	cause	danger	to	life	and	
damage	to	equipment.	Brady	pipe	markers	will	help	ensure	that	you,	your	staff	and	your	
premises	remain	safe.	

	Reduce costs			By	correctly	identifying	pipes,	errors	can	be	prevented.	
Accidents	caused	by	negligence	lead	to	both	physical	and	psychological	grief	and	often	cost	
companies	large	amounts	of	money.

	Save time		Clear,	concise	identification	with	Brady	pipe	markers,	made	from	high	
performance	laminated	polyester,	will	stay	in	place	and	readable	for	5	to	8	years	due	to	high	
resistance	to	chemicals,	ultraviolet	rays	and	extreme	weather	conditions,	saving	valuable	
time	by	reducing	the	need	to	continually	re-identify	your	pipes.

Identify	pipe	content	and	flow	direction	with	self-adhesive	and	high	performance	pipe	markers.	
Comply to regulations	and	give	your	company	a	professional touch.	Brady	has	a	variety	
of	cost-effective identification solutions	for	your	site.

Brady pipe markers	enhance	safety,	save	time	and	reduce	costs



www.bradyeurope.com

Below you will find an overview of Brady’s pipe marking solutions. We will create any pipe marker you need, taking into account the 
regulations and your personal specifications regarding text, signal word, colour, symbol, size, layout and material.

Text
Simply specify the legend that needs to be printed on the 
marker (the substance that flows through the pipe)

Signal word
If a pipe marker requires danger symbols, a signal word must 
be added underneath the substance name,  in accordance 
with CLP regulations and depending on the substance.

Layouts

Colours
Pipes transporting dangerous and hazardous substances 
must be identified with the relevant colour. Every substance 
group has a specific colour, depending on local legislation.

High quality materials
Our self-adhesive laminated polyester with low chlorine content 
is resistant to chemical, ultraviolet rays and extreme weather 
conditions. The acrylic adhesive has a very low halogen content, 
making it suitable for use in the nuclear industry.

Danger symbols
From 0 and up to 6 different danger symbols can be shown 
on the pipe marker, depending on the substance and in 
accordance with the CLP regulation.

This	colour	chart	shows	an	approximation	of	the	colours.	To	see	the	colours	
of	the	materials	actually	used	for	producing	our	pipe	markers,	order	the	
pipe	marker	colour	guide	(order	number	814062)

Pipe Marking

Custom Pipe Markers For Your Company

Perforated arrowhead 
on both sides: to	indicate	
the	flow	direction	of	the	
substance	simply	remove	
one	of	the	arrowheads

Relevant danger 
symbols depending	on	the	
substance,	in	accordance	
with	CLP	regulations

Colours in	
accordance	with	
(local)	legislation.

Substance name:
wide	range	of	legends	
available,	to	comply	with	
the	country	regulations.

Signal word depending	on	
the	substance,	in	accordance	
with	CLP	regulations.

High quality materials: 
self-adhesive	laminated	polyester	
with	low	chlorine	content	that	is	
resistant	to	chemical,	ultraviolet	rays	
and	extreme	weather	conditions.

Safety Blue
Safety Yellow
Safety Green
Safety Red
Black
Royal Blue
Sky Blue
Magenta

Silver
Ochre
Light Green
Light Brown
Dark Brown
Purple
Orange
White

Sizes
Our pipe markers are available in the following sizes (mm):

150 x 12 355 x 37 100 x 60 127 x 60
250 x 26 450 x 52 100 x 150 127 x 150

With liner Without liner

Individual (Die-cut marker 
with pre-perforated arrows)
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Brady Europe Locations
Africa	 +971	4881	2524
Belgium	 +32	(0)	52	45	78	11
Denmark	 +45	66	14	44	00
Central	&	Eastern	Europe	 +421	2	3300	4800
France	 +33	(0)	3	20	76	94	48
Germany	 +49	(0)	6103	7598	660
Hungary	 +36	23	500	275

Italy	 +39	02	26	00	00	22
Middle	East	 +971	4881	2524
Norway	 +47	70	13	40	00
Spain	&	Portugal	 +34	900	902	993
Sweden	 +46	(0)	8	590	057	30
Turkey	 +90	212	264	02	20
UK	&	Ireland	 +44	(0)	1295	228	288

Your Brady Distributor

Roll form pipe markers – TYPE 2:
for pipes under 70 mm in diameter

Roll form pipe markers – TYPE 3:
for pipes over 70 mm in diameter


